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Abstract 
This paper explores the adoption of emerging technologies for the purposes of national security. The 
three technologies chosen were ePassports, E911 and mobile alerts. The study uses a content analysis 
methodology drawing on popular media documentation to extract the major social and technological 
impacts of the technologies on citizens as they were reported. The find i ngs of the study indicate that 
reactions to the three technologies differed. ePassports were considered vastly different to E911 and 
mobile alerting predominantly because they were seen to be a controlling technology, whereas E911 and 
mobile alerting were viewed to be about safety and emergency response. 
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Abstract 
This paper explores the adoption of emerging technologies for the purposes of national 
security. The three technologies chosen were ePassports, E911 and mobile alerts. The study 
uses a content analysis methodology drawing on popular media documentation to extract 
the major social and technological impacts of the technologies on citizens as they were 
reported. The find i ngs of the study indicate that reactions to the three technologies differed. 
ePassports were considered vastly different to E911 and mobile alerting predominantly 
because they were seen to be a controlling technology, whereas E911 and mobile alerting 
were viewed to be about safety and emergency response. 
Keywords: radio-frequency identification (RFID), E911, mobile alerting, national 
security 
1 Introduction 
The purpose of this paper is to explore the coverage of three technologies being used 
for national security applications. The concepts of terrorism, security, privacy and liberty 
are factors that can be shaped by the media in respect to events of national security 
significance. This paper examines three technologies being used for terrorism response, 
natural disasters and epidemics. Location-based technologies fulfil an important role in 
emergency management. Emergency management involves looking at the entire spectrum 
of emergency needs including prevention, protection and response. In Australia, Emergency 
Management Australia (EMA) is the government body responsible for emergency 
management. It is situated in the federal Attorney-General's Department (EMA 2006). 
In the US, the equivalent body is known as the Federal Emergency Management Agency 
(FEMA), and is part of the Department of Homeland Security. The common objective 
of emergency management bodies such as this is to provide a comprehensive strategy to 
reduce the loss of life and property and protect the respective country from all hazards, 
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